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ABSTRACT: 

Cloud computing is technology helps to share resource, services, and platform with another user. This is a 

technology used to an organized a huge amount of data and multiple services for establishing a convenient 

way of communication and execution. In simple words, cloud computing technology help to access services 

and resource without installing or configuring into a local system. Cloud computing establish their access 

through a public network, security issues like privacy, data loss, data security, data access control becomes 

essential challenges for developers. Collusion attack is one of the important issues for the cloud user, the 

unauthorized person may collapse the file or made multiple copies of the data with the similarity file so the 

user of the cloud suffers a lot for this attack. In order to overcome these problems, this paper proposes the 

salted sequence comparison (SSC) algorithm for design an efficient salted sequence comparison algorithm 

to avoid collision caused by attackers to access the data in the cloud. The data security has been enhanced 

with the integration of a digital signature with the salted sequence comparison (SSC) algorithm. By using 

this method computation of shared key method amongst the group member of the cloud data access. Which 

compute the average time overhead of end user of the cloud system. 

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Collusion Attack, Data Security and Salted Sequence Comparison  

I. INTRODUCTION  

Cloud computing is another age computing model that gives an alternative to disseminate the computational 

and storage assets. It gives a scope of Information Technology (IT) administrations to the clients by means 

of the system with high computational and storage capacity at low charge [1]. Cloud storage administrations 

are the aid to the little and mid-scale industry, as it includes an ostensible charge dependent on interest. 

Cloud computing is the since quite a while ago imagined a vision of computing as a utility, where cloud 

clients can remotely store their data into the cloud in order to appreciate top notch systems, servers, 

applications and administrations from a mutual pool of configurable computing assets. In spite of the fact 

that redistributing data to the cloud is financially appealing for long haul huge scale storage, the data 

security in cloud storage frameworks is a noticeable issue as a result of the absence of physical belonging 

and control of the data for data proprietors. Also, the common cloud framework between associations is as 

yet confronting an expansive scope of both interior and outer dangers to the re-appropriated data. Cloud 

storage frameworks don't promptly offer any certification of data trustworthiness, classification, and 
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accessibility. Accordingly, cloud specialist co-ops ought to receive data security answers for a guarantee that 

the data of their clients is accessible, right and safe from unapproved access and revelation. Cloud 

computing has turned out to be increasingly more in style because of it offers clients the fantasy of getting 

vast computing assets, of that they will utilize the most extreme sum as they have, while not fussing with 

respect to anyway those assets are given. It conjointly gives bigger evaluate capacity, accommodation, and 

flippancy than clients may reach with their own assets [2]. Cloud computing, with the attributes of normal 

data sharing and low help, gives a predominant utilization of assets. Cloud can offer the adaptability of 

putting away records and getting to, recovering and recuperating them from any web-empowered interface. 

To have high accessibility, speed, adaptability, and security for the earth consistently. There is additionally 

the likelihood to store the data either on or off premises relying upon the administrative consistence 

prerequisites. One more advantage coming about because of the utilization of cloud-dependent on the cost 

adequacy of a Disaster Recovery (DR) arrangement that accommodates a quicker recuperation from a 

system of various physical areas at a much lower cost than the conventional DR site with fixed assets, a lot 

greater expense and inflexible techniques.  

 

Figure 1: Data access in the cloud network 

Collusion attack can be characterized as the execution of tasks that can join numerous duplicates of the 

media or different documents together in order to deliver another duplicate. They are more often than not 

utilized to break into video fingerprinting advancements and to split the passwords/keys of the required 

framework. In the cloud storage circumstance, any repudiated client can utilize such activities and can figure 

the private key effectively to break into the framework and access the records. Along these lines, this issue 

must be illuminated to expand the security of the cloud storage framework, keeping up the Integrity of the 

Specifications. Cloud security prerequisites security necessities are isolated into Access control and its 

administration: Access the board is prepared of guidelines that are laid out by providers for his or her 

couturier get to that ensure their security [3]. A supplier, kind of an organization or framework proprietor, 

should have the ability to implement their entrance arrangements and oversee them so they will totally 

separate between various client levels and benefits. Moreover, providers should have a few arrangements of 

inappropriate learning access in the cloud so they recognize not polite costumers. Data security: providers 
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should ensure their insight protection inside which unapproved client don't gain admittance to secret 

information. Data trustworthiness: providers should have some information honesty inside which learning is 

recovered and comprehended albeit some bit of information is broken. Data interruption: Another security 

request by providers is information interruption inside which unapproved get to can't be made in spite of the 

fact that the identification is hacked [4, 5]. Data accessibility: providers should ensure accessibility inside 

which clients will get to learning whenever at interims their provider guidelines and arrangements, for 

example, learning can't be gotten to if the client disregards any of the provider rules. 

Cloud Computing is a model move that controls Computing on the web. They give numerous answers for 

Software, and furthermore the Hardware alongside the Information assets for gatherings who have the need. 

Associations and Industries have the ability to interface with the cloud in order to utilize their assets which 

are accessible and can pay as they continue utilizing the assets, for instance, RackSpace. This maintains a 

strategic distance from organizations to evade capital consumption. Cloud conveys different administrations, 

for example, Infrastructure, Platform, and Software to the clients on a membership-based administration [6]. 

These are the structure squares of cloud computing. [7]. The cloud storage gives a shrewd answer for issues 

as the executives and upkeep of data. Other than these points of interest, the significant worry about the 

cloud is the security of data. In spite of the fact that the cloud specialist co-op ensures the security of data, 

the data proprietors are as yet hesitant for remote data storage, as the data may get undermined. The cloud 

storage gives a brilliant answer for issues as the board and support of data. Other than these points of 

interest, the real worry about the cloud is the security of data. In spite of the fact that the cloud specialist 

organization ensures the security of data, the data proprietors are as yet hesitant for remote data storage, as 

the data may get debased [8]. The data trustworthiness may get influenced either deliberately or 

accidentally. Consequently, data respectability conservation is a difficult errand and a few components have 

been displayed to deal with this issue. The data honesty arrangements can be classified into two and they are 

static and dynamic. The static data honesty arrangement does not acknowledge any kind of data adjustment. 

Be that as it may, the honesty arrangement that underpins data dynamism is important. A data honesty 

conspire is asserted as open obvious, when the outsider reviewer checks for the respectability, 

notwithstanding the data proprietor [9]. Accordingly, data respectability safeguarding is a difficult 

undertaking and a few systems have been exhibited to deal with this issue. There are different calculations 

are created and actualized with cloud computing applications to get the most ideal path for security. Today, 

security ends up crucial concern and required separate consideration for cloud computing condition. This 

exploration works think about this issue on essential mode and investigate salted sequence comparison 

calculations to give security arrangements and vulnerabilities to the extent of progress. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Tchernykh, Andrei and Babenkob, et al [10], Cloud security issues are critical variables for data storage and 

handling. Aside from the current security and dependability issues of conventional circulated computing, 
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there are new security and unwavering quality issues. Creator incorporates attacks on a virtual machine, 

attacks on the synchronization keys, etc. As per the appraisal of global specialists in the field of cloud 

security, there are dangers of cloud collusion under questionable conditions. To relieve this kind of 

vulnerability and diminish hurts it can cause, Author proposes AC-RRNS calculation dependent on changed 

edge Asmuth-Bloom and Mignotte mystery sharing plans. Creator demonstrates that the calculation fulfills 

the formal meaning of computational security. Creator proposes approaches for a choice of parameters for 

AC-RRNS mystery sharing plan to improve the framework conduct and data repetition of encryption.   

Mikhail Babenko, Nikolay Chervyakov, et al [11], Cloud computing has turned into a piece of individuals' 

lives. Be that as it may, there are numerous uncertain issues with security of this innovation. As per the 

appraisal of universal specialists in the field of security, there are hazards in the presence of cloud collusion 

in unsure conditions. To moderate this sort of vulnerability, and limit data repetition of encryption together 

with damages brought about by cloud collusion, adjusted edge Asmuth-Bloom and weighted Mignotte 

mystery sharing plans are utilized. In the event that the attackers don't have the foggiest idea about the 

required number of mystery parts yet know the mystery key, the likelihood that they acquire the mystery 

depends the span of the machine word in bits that are under 1/2 (L-1). The creator shows that the proposed 

plan guarantees security under a few kinds of attacks. The creator utilizes the rough strategy to improve the 

discovery, restriction and mistake redress precision under cloud parameters vulnerability.   

Yuan and Yu [12] proposed a viable checking instrument for cloud data sharing administrations depicted by 

multiuser changes, open conformation, substantial deficiency area probability, viable customer repudiation 

and down to business computational/correspondence investigating execution. Among the different existing 

effective open inspecting for shared data systems. The plan beats customer pantomime attack and allows the 

client to survey the genuineness of a consolidated record with an unfaltering estimation overhead and a 

restricted correspondence cost. The downside is that it doesn't achieve dependability and blunder 

recognition. 

Z. Zhu and R. Jiang [13] where the customers can securely obtain their mystery keys from bunch manager. 

The plan in like manner satisfies delicate affirmation control, and revoked clients can't approach the cloud 

once they are disavowed. The plan is shielded from collusion attack. By using the polynomial capacity, the 

instrument achieves a protected client renouncement. It is produced as customers need not alter their 

mystery keys else either a customer takes an interest in the group or a client is wiped out from the bunch. 

The method guarantees fine-grained data affirmation control, in reverse mystery and assurance against 

collusion of clients with the cloud and supports client expansion, repudiation and traits changes. The plan 

does not uncover any credits of customers to the cloud. It has low overhead and productive.  

T.Jiang and his partners [14] guarantees open reliability with gathering customer renouncement. A collision 

attack issue is viewed as where a disavowed customer can plot with a malevolent cloud server to change the 

gathering customer's data. There is a plausibility that one of the clients in the gathering may carry on 

malevolently. The data proprietor renounces the malignant client from the gathering. Security is of worry in 

the gathering clients' data when a semi-trusted cloud server co-works with the renounced client. The 
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proposed system bolsters the gathering data encoding and disentangling amid data fix process and 

accomplishes capable and secure customer revocation. It is built utilizing vector confirmation plot, 

Asymmetric Group Key Agreement (AGKA) plan and verifier neighborhood denial total mark conspire.  

Parsi Kalpana [15], Cloud Computing is partner rising worldview that has turned into the present most sultry 

examination space on account of its capacity to reduce the costs identified with computing. In the present 

period, it's most eye-catching and appealing innovation that is giving the administrations to its clients on 

interest over the net. RSA might be an amid which each message is mapped to relate number. RSA 

comprises of Public-Key and Private-Key. In our Cloud environment, Pubic-Key is comprehended to all or 

any, while Private-Key is seen exclusively to the client UN organization initially claims the data. 

Accordingly, encoding is finished by the Cloud administration provider and mystery composing is finished 

by the Cloud client or customer. When the information is scrambled with the Public-Key, it will be 

unscrambled with the relating Private-Key exclusively.   

Muhammad Rizwan Asghar et.al [16] talks about the issues of forcing security arrangements in the cloud 

environment. To affirm the wellbeing is youthful, they didn't ensure for the protected learning in cloud 

conditions. Security disadvantage might be a pleasant issue; here it upholds the wellbeing for the proprietor's 

information. Giving high security they will high dear for the clients. For the higher than referenced 

disadvantage Muhammad Rizwan Asghar et.al arranged partner ESPOON approach that is Encrypted 

Security Policies for Outsourced situations. This strategy is utilized to manage the higher than disadvantage 

and gives higher secrecy to the clients. It gives more grounded security by isolating the wellbeing strategy 

and furthermore the social control system.   

Priyanka.R.Raut [17] From current hundreds of years utilization of Cloud computing in a various mode like 

cloud storage, cloud servers, cloud facilitating are expanded in businesses and other association according to 

prerequisites. In the proposed framework, we are executing the thoughts of different cloud storage close to 

with upgraded security utilizing encryption techniques generally putting away total document on a single 

cloud framework. The record can be separated into various areas around then encode and store it on various 

cloud and the metadata important for decoding and influencing a document will be put away in the metadata 

the executive's server. For actualized the idea we built up a site pages to enlist the client and login on the 

cloud in the proposed framework. We have built up a Multi-cloud framework in which will transfer and 

download the various sort of document.Next, we have built up a Multicloud framework in this framework 

we need to part data into the various cloud for security Triple DES Algorithm is utilized for encryption 

procedure for security.  

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Cloud computing develops as a hypothesis where computing foundations are virtualized as an area of shared 

configurable assets (e.g., servers, systems, applications, storage, and so on.) offered as on interest 

administration way. Nonetheless, with fundamental points of interest, it has some genuine snag that causes 

various potential clients not utilize it seriously. There subsist a few dangers of uprightness, privacy, and 

accessibility related to data misfortune, get to disavowal for a data spillage, long time, and collusion. 
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Fig 2: Pictorial representation of Collusion attack 

There are various vulnerabilities identified with cloud computing that must be estimated in the evaluation of 

the effectiveness of gave administration and effect on the presentation, security and unwavering quality. The 

cloud foundation presumes customary and stable conduct as far as execution and virtual machines [18]. By 

the by, this isn't reasonable. The clear execution lies on the central physical hardware, alongside the 

utilization of shared assets by ensuing virtual machines dispensed to the comparable host PCs. Vulnerability 

happens in storage, data preparing, and transmission. The capable utilization of enormous data worldview is 

unswervingly related to arrangements of the emergency of multidimensional vulnerability. Generally, to 

fabricate a predictable data storage framework, data replication is used. then again, it prompts sensational 

increment in asset utilization. 

3.1 Public Cloud Outsourcing 

Based on public cloud outsourcing, a collusion-attack become an unsolved issue for cloud client. By giving 

Identity and Access the executives to data give greater security. In cloud computing data is put away in the 

appropriated area with numerous customer and keep running in the extraction process with an extensive 

measure of data of customer data. To getting to the data over system may happen an un-trustful issue due to 

expanding no. of attackers in systems, so who anybody can get to our data without our consent which is 

called hacking procedure or collusion attack. To control the unapproved get to, we give a system called 

salted sequence comparison calculation, to control the data over the cloud. A Privacy issue is one of the 

primary issues for the data client who put away their data in cloud situations. Each client may need their 

own data in a private way [19]. Now and then cloud supplier bargains the data to the noxious attackers, so 

the issue may happen for the data client. With the utilization of outer supplier data may misfortune, so the 

client must ensure who is getting to the data and who is keeping up the server at each opportunity to secure 

their data. For this protection issues, the client can scramble the data so nobody can get to the data.  
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Fig 3: Collision attack scenario 

3.2 Salted Sequence Comparison 

In cryptography, a salt is arbitrary data that is utilized as an extra contribution to a single direction work that 

"hashes" data, a secret key or passphrase. Truly a secret key was put away in plaintext on a framework, 

however after some time extra shields created to ensure a client's secret phrase against being perused from 

the framework. Salt is one of those techniques. Another salt is haphazardly produced for every secret phrase. 

In a run of the mill setting, the salt and the secret word (or its variant after Key extending) are connected and 

handled with a cryptographic hash work, and the subsequent yield (however not the first secret word) is put 

away with the salt in a database. Hashing takes into consideration later confirmation without keeping and 

subsequently taking a chance with the plaintext secret key if the verification data store is undermined. Salts 

safeguard against lexicon attacks or against their hashed identical, a pre-figured rainbow table attack.[1] 

Since salts don't need to be remembered by people they can make the extent of the rainbow table required 

for an effective attack restrictively vast without setting weight on the clients. Since salts are distinctive for 

each situation, they additionally ensure regularly utilized passwords or those clients who utilize a similar 

secret phrase on a few destinations, by making all salted hash occurrences for a similar secret phrase not 

quite the same as one another.   

A salted sequence comparison covers two viewpoints, to be specific the computing of a string-composed 

alter separate and the programming of an alter way. The standard calculation for the alter remove between 

two strings (with lengths of L1 and L2). 

 

Fig 4: Salted Sequence Comparison 
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Whose computational difficulty is O(L1L2)? Let the matrix N[i, j] (0 ≤ i ≤ L2, 0 ≤ j ≤ L1) be the least cost 

of edit processes (i.e., insert, delete or substitute) of renovating the prefix of string λ of distance j into the 

prefix of string µ of length i, i.e., of altering λ1λ2 · · · λj into µ1µ2 · · ·µi . More formally, we have 

 N[0, 0] = 0,  

N[0, j] =           
 

 [  ]           

 N[i, 0] =        
 

 [  ]            

N[i, j] = min {

 [  –      –   ]    [     ]

    [  –     ]    [  ]                 

 [    –   ]    [  ]             

  

From this character component a, b ∈ 6, I = {I[a]}, D = {D[b]} and S = {S[a, b]} are cost grids of the 

addition, erasure, and substitution activity separately, where I[µi] means the operational expense of 

embeddings the character µi ; D[λj] signifies the operational expense of erasing the character λj ; and S[λj, 

µi] indicates the operational expense of substituting λj with µi . After unique programming, N[L2, L1] is 

yield as the alter remove, and the genuine sequence of activities associated with this change procedure is 

recorded to follow the most briefly alter way. The CSP is the supplier of sequence comparison re-

appropriating administrations, who is built upon a solitary cloud server to get sequences and alter activities. 

It attempts to process and afterward to restore the alter remove and a lot of altering way to the end user. In 

spite of the fact that it gives a computing administration carefully inside the concurred methodology, it 

might at present effectively take the private data of end users  

Besides, there exist specific factual qualities in the dispersion of essential characters, so the attacker can 

undoubtedly catch the genuine string-composed data as per the situations with a similar character. So as to 

ensure the storage security of redistributed data to the best degree, and to encourage the hunt in cost 

networks of altering tasks, we embrace a salted hash calculation. Salt esteem is added to the first sequence 

for dissemination and disarray before hashing with the goal that the hashed outcomes are randomized. 

Presently the attacker work hash(·) is characterized as hash(ε, salt) = hash(hash(ε) + salt), where ε is the 

fundamental character to be hashed, and the h is a typical hashed calculation. salt speaks to the salt esteem 

arbitrarily chose from a limited set Q, and Q comprises of a lot of haphazardly created strings. Give us a 

chance to expect that the proportion between the extent of the set and the length of the character sequence is 

signified as α, i.e., α = |Q|/max{n1, n2} ≤ 1 (|Q| ≥ |6|). The length of each string in the set is reliable with the 

fixed length of the yield in the hash calculation.  

Given two sequences, S and T, discover two sequences, s, and t, whose arrangement has the most 

noteworthy "score" among all sequence sets. 

Initialization  

F(0,0) = F(0,j) = F(i,0) = 0  

Iteration  
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for i=1,…,M 

 for j=1,…,N - calculate optimal F(i,j) - store Ptr(i,j) 

While the attacker might most likely split one secret word, splitting all passwords will be unfeasible. We 

expect the cloud server to be interested however fair – the cloud server will pursue the convention yet 

endeavor to unveil the private data however much as could reasonably be expected. Not the same as past 

work, we permit collusion between the cloud server and disavowed bunch clients. Since substantial clients 

are constantly permitted to change data, we accept that they never plot with the cloud servers for ruining 

data [20]. In any case, the cloud and the substantial clients may plot with repudiated clients for helping them 

hold the adjustment benefit or mimic other legitimate clients (for producing labels). Along these lines, our 

security objectives are characterized as pursues: 1) if the data is undermined, the cloud servers are not ready 

to deliver legitimate honesty evidence data; 2) collusion among the cloud and any gathering clients other 

than the ace client won't allow clients to fashion verification on act of different clients. Specifically, 

repudiated clients will not have the capacity to mimic substantial clients and produce real labels by collusion 

attacks.  

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION  

We make the performance simulation with NS2  and provide data security in the cloud.   

 

Fig 5: Salted Password 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Normal Password Hashing 

hash("hello") = 2cf24dba5fb0a30e26e83b2ac5b9e29e1b161e5c1fa7425e73043362938b9824 

hash("hbllo") = 58756879c05c68dfac9866712fad6a93f8146f337a69afe7dd238f3364946366   

hash("waltz") = c0e81794384491161f1777c232bc6bd9ec38f616560b120fda8e90f383853542 

Salted Password Hashing 

hash("hello")                    = 2cf24dba5fb0a30e26e83b2ac5b9e29e1b161e5c1fa7425e73043362938b9824 

hash("hello" + "QxLUF1bgIAdeQX") = 9e209040c863f84a31e719795b2577523954739fe5ed3b58a75cff2127075ed1 

hash("hello" + "bv5PehSMfV11Cd") = 

d1d3ec2e6f20fd420d50e2642992841d8338a314b8ea157c9e18477aaef226ab 

hash("hello" + "YYLmfY6IehjZMQ") = a49670c3c18b9e079b9cfaf51634f563dc8ae3070db2c4a8544305df1b60f007 
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While the attacker might most likely break one secret word, splitting all passwords will be unfeasible. In any 

case, when an organization encounters a data rupture, it is difficult to figure out which passwords could have 

been split and in this way all passwords must be considered traded off. We expect the cloud server to be 

interested however genuine – the cloud server will pursue the convention yet attempt to reveal the private 

data however much as could reasonably be expected. Not the same as past work, we permit collusion 

between the cloud server and denied bunch clients. Since legitimate clients are constantly permitted to alter 

data, we accept that they never conspire with the cloud servers for undermining data.  

 

Chart 1: Unauthorized Access Control 

Access Control: First, gather people can utilize the cloud resource for data accumulating and data sharing. 

Second, unapproved customers can't get to the cloud resource at whatever point and repudiated customers 

will be unfitted for using the cloud resource again once they are disavowed. 

 

Chart 2: Time calculation 
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Data secrecy requires that unapproved customers including the cloud are unequipped for taking in the 

substance of the set away data. To keep up the availability of data mystery for component get-togethers is as 

yet a fundamental and testing issue. Specifically, revoked customers can't unscramble the set away data 

record after the denial. 

 

Chart 3: File Protection 

 

Chart 4: Computational Time 

The rise of cloud computing brings clients plenteous chances to use the intensity of the cloud to perform a 

calculation on data contributed by various clients. These cloud data ought to be scrambled under numerous 

keys because of protection concerns. Notwithstanding, existing secure calculation strategies are either 

restricted to a single key or still a long way from common sense. In this paper, we plan two productive plans 

for secure redistributed calculation over cloud data scrambled under various keys. Our plans utilize two non-

colluding cloud servers to mutually figure polynomial capacities over different clients' scrambled cloud data 

without learning the sources of info, halfway or last outcomes, and require just insignificant cooperations 
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between the two cloud servers however not the clients. We exhibit our plans' effectiveness tentatively 

through applications in AI. Our plans are likewise appropriate to security safeguarding data conglomeration, 

for example, in shrewd metering.  

V. CONCLUSION 

Cloud clients grieved concerning losing the executives of their delicate and hazardous data. Security in the 

cloud assumes an urgent job in making a method for conviction and certainty between the customer and 

Cloud Service provider. Since, all the client data is kept, overseen and handled at the cloud complete so it's 

the obligation of the CSP to relieve any very hazard relating data security and protection because of 

collusion attack. Today, collusion ends up vital concern and required separate consideration for the cloud 

computing environment. This inquiry about works thinks about this issue on essential mode and investigate 

salted sequence comparison calculations to give security arrangements and vulnerabilities among outsider 

access were executed by utilizing salted sequence comparison calculation. This technique gives superior 

security to the cloud client for their data. To apply the salt to every secret word surmise before they hash it. 

In the event that the salt is hard-coded to make it simpler to crack attacker.  
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